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The synonyms of “Steadily” are: steady

Steadily as an Adverb

Definitions of "Steadily" as an adverb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “steadily” as an adverb can have the
following definitions:

In a steady manner.
At a steady rate or pace.
In a controlled or unwavering manner.
Without change; continuously.
In a regular and even manner.

Synonyms of "Steadily" as an adverb (1 Word)

steady In a steady manner.

Usage Examples of "Steadily" as an adverb

The business has been growing steadily.
Nicholas gazed steadily at the face in the crowd.
The mountain got steadily steeper.
He could still walk steadily.
It rained steadily all night.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Associations of "Steadily" (30 Words)

always At all times; on all occasions.
She is always making derogatory remarks.

ceaseless Uninterrupted in time and indefinitely long continuing.
The fort was subjected to ceaseless bombardment.

changeless Remaining the same for indefinitely long times.
Changeless truths.

consistent In agreement or consistent or reliable.
The parents are being consistent and firm in their reactions.

constant
A number representing a quantity assumed to have a fixed value in a
specified mathematical context.
The condition of struggle remained a constant.

constantly Continuously over a period of time; always.
Constantly kind and gracious.

continually Seemingly without interruption.
This information is continually updated.

continued Without stop or interruption.
The continued popularity of Westerns.

continuously With unflagging resolve.
Their performance has continuously improved.

diligence Persevering determination to perform a task.
Few party members challenge his diligence as an MP.

endless Tiresomely long; seemingly without end.
Endless ocean wastes.

equable Not easily irritated.
An equable climate.

eternal Continuing forever or indefinitely.
She is an eternal optimist.

ever At all times all the time and on every occasion.
Ever the man of action he was impatient with intellectuals.

forever For a very long or seemingly endless time.
She would love him forever.

incessant
(of something regarded as unpleasant) continuing without pause or
interruption.
Night and day we live with the incessant noise of the city.
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incessantly Without interruption.
She talked about him incessantly.

invariably In every case or on every occasion; always.
Ranch meals are invariably big and hearty.

lasting Lasting a long time without change.
A long lasting friendship.

permanency The property of being able to exist for an indefinite duration.

perpetual Occurring repeatedly; so frequent as to seem endless and uninterrupted.
Deep caves in perpetual darkness.

perpetually In a way that never ends or changes; constantly.
She seems perpetually to have a mournful look on her face.

persistent Stubbornly unyielding.
PCBs are persistent environmental contaminants.

plodding The act of walking with a slow heavy gait.
Plodding methodical Ralph Bellamy.

steady Make or become steady.
A steady drinker.

sustained Continuing for an extended period or without interruption.
Several years of sustained economic growth.

unceasing Uninterrupted in time and indefinitely long continuing.
The unceasing efforts of the staff.

unceasingly With unflagging resolve.

unchanging Showing little if any change.
The party stood for unchanging principles.

unwavering Marked by firm determination or resolution; not shakable.
She fixed him with an unwavering stare.
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